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Potential of enhanced WMO
& AC/AMAP collaboration (*)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing future methods for observing the Arctic atmosphere and cryosphere
Extreme events in the Arctic
Effects of Arctic changes on mid-latitude weather and climate
Satellite safety services to the Arctic
Arctic Regional Ocean Observing System (ArcticROOS)
Arctic Observation Value project – assessment for physical atmospheric and oceanic
variable
(*) An Arctic Council Working Group, AMAP (Arctic Monitoring and assessment programme)
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Meteorological cooperation
HOW?
• implementation of WMO initiatives Arctic
Polar Regional Climate Center (PRCC)
and Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP)
Campaign
• intensifying the work of Sustainable Arctic
Observation Network (SAON) and
implementation of the EU Horizon2020
project ”International Arctic Observation
System” (INTAROS), developing IOC
Arctic GOOS programme
• developing services related to navigation
and communication in the Arctic
• strenghtening the use of satellite based
data for research, monitoring and services

Enhancing the use of satellites
• Satellite systems for different applications:
• Emerging small satellite systems and instruments
• Nano-satellite constellations (optical imaging, space weather)
• SAR constellations (sea ice, navigation safety)
• High Elliptical Orbit Imaging (weather/EO and communications highly interesting)
•
•Arctic applications (research, development and operations):
• Sea ice, snow cover, seasonal frost and permafrost
• Navigation (eg. Galileo), energy sector (hydro-power production), logistics
• Arctic meteorology and climate research
• Arctic mapping (including vegetation) & Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure
• Space Situational Awareness
• Public-Private-Partnership arrangements

Typical GEO-satellite coverage [Meteosat-8 (MSG-1)]
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Arctic Science Networking, Helsinki, August 2017

Combined polar and geosynchronous imagery
(Courtersy T. Aspenes, met.no)
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Arctic Science Networking, Helsinki, August 2017

Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) missions: Examples based
on analysis by EUMETSAT
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Arctic Science Networking, Helsinki, August 2017

Simulated view of observations from HEO
Courtesy Environment Canada
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Arctic Science Networking, Helsinki, August 2017

Challenges to Localization
 Visibility of satellites
 Most positioning satellites visible at lower elevation angles. SBAS
satellites at level of horizon.

No GNSS satellites are overhead in the Arctic (Ref: Tyler Reid,
Stanford University)

Coutesy of Prof. J. Koskinen

SBAS satellite visibility (Ref:
Tyler Reid, Stanford University)

Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP)

www.polarprediction.net

Coordinated by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Period: mid 2017– mid 2019
Goal: Improving predictions of weather and environmental conditions
in polar regions and beyond, in time scales from days to seasonal

Integrated Arctic Observing System (INTAROS)
A project funded by EC H2020-BG-09 for 2016-2021

Objective: to build an efficient integrated Arctic observing system by extending, improving
and unifying existing systems in different regions of the Arctic
Multidisciplinary: observing systems covering atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, marine
ecosystems, glaciology, snow, hydrology and other land surface processes, natural hazards
and community-based systems
Impact:

YOPP

• Increase the temporal and geographic coverage of Arctic observations
• Integrate the growing amount of satellite data with in situ data
• Support the Arctic Council and EU’s Arctic strategy
• Contribute to the Sustaining Arctic Observation Networks (SAON) and to

Sustained cooperation is key to everything
All levels should be included:
• Scientific collaboration
• Strategic infra
• Production systems
• Services with strong customer orientation
Providing:
• Sharing of the best practices
• Avoiding unneccessary overlapping
• Understanding risks
• Understanding stakeholders and customers
• Being cost-effective
• Increasing our common ambition level
• Better services
• Increased safety
• Sustained environment
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Process …
2016: FMI Action Plan for AC chairmanship
5/2017: Finland becomes the chairman of the Arctic Council
8/2017: Arctic Science Networking Workshop
 synopsis ”Message from scientists”
2/2018: AMAP HoDs meeting, discussion paper presented
 ”green light” from AMAP to continue the process
3/2018: Arctic Meteorological Summit
• SAO + AC WGs + WMO + Met. Institute DGs (Levi, Finland)
4/2018 onwards:
• Practical discussions with other AC WGs, WMO and Met. Institutes cont
• Chairmans summary from Arctic Meteorolgy Summit
• Summary of needs, identification of action items, priorities, and concrete steps
…
…
5/2019: The forthcoming Declaration includes a chapter about meteorology
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